
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PI MOTORSPORTS 

Meeting Agenda 2014 
 
Board Election:  President- Gary Schyvinch    Secretary- Nancy Sixel 

Tech officials  Paul Flynn 

General Membership Should we allow per hook fees? Should this be on a per class decision or general rule for all classes?    

Should a per hook fee be for money or exhibition? 

        1.We should permit pullers to pay $50 for one day event. Also have a $100 membership; no points, no             

banquet. Scott Kieckbusch 

 

Mod 4 x 4 Trucks: Election of tech officials 

Class payout @ $2150.00 

 

Super Stock Trucks:  Election of tech officials 

1. Add rule. No traction control of any kind. Tory Laubach 

    

Two Wheel Drive: Election of board member 

 Election of tech officials 

 Engine #8-on trial base  

         1.To keep optional engine rule in play. To increase cubic inch limit of motors up to 540 cubic. Paul Flynn 

  

Open Stock 4x4 Trucks:  Election of tech officials 

         1.Wheel base rule- to let trucks with 133” plus run. Weight out front rule. % of hitch rule. Goal is to let   

          trucks with 133” or more run with us by cutting down the 60” rule of weight out front. Dick Guderski 

         2.Allow use of aftermarket blocks. Dave Wollerman 

    

Super Farm Tractors: Election of board officials 

Election of tech officials  

         1.Keep hook fee the same. Can run exhibition for $30, no money, no point. Lee Sixel  

      

Hot Farm Tractors: Election of board officials 

 Election of tech officials 

         1.Top cut tires. Alternate rules for small cube tractors. Example: 466CI could run 3x3 turbo with slotted  

       inlet cover at 3200 rpms. This is just a thought to try and even the field with the big cube motors. Josh Hayes 

         2.Double cut tires??? Second hot farm class for 466 tractors. Limit number of pulls. Chase Holschbach 

         3.Intercoolers/ice boxes is anyone interested in putting one on and allowing it and becoming more of a    

           pro-farm class than a hot farm class. Matt Casey 

 4.Hot farm stays as is, no cut tires. Kurt Vogel 

 5.I would like to see our class go to double cut tires that way everyone has the same tire. Brian Wagner  

Natural SS Tractors: Election of board officials 

 Election of tech officials  

Engine rule #8,9,10 on trial base 

 Misc #1- two time single hook fee allowed 

        1.Talk about engine rules to try to get more tractors in NSS class. New engine rule. That would drum up   

        interest. Fuel system rules: Engine under 500cu inches may run fuel infection. Engine over 500 cu inches  

        carborator only. Everyone can run alcohol. Mike Turner 

        2.Change class to a light limited class. Mike Koehler 

        3.Decide if we should continue to let diesel turbo tractors run in this class (2013 was trial year) Matt Larsen 

Semi Trucks:  Election of board officials 

 Election of tech officials  

Outlaw Stock Semi- all rules one year trial 

1. Allow us to lock out our rear axle suspension. Allow us to add air pressure to front drive axle if rear axle is locked out. 

It will not let my truck bounce id rear axle suspension is locked out. Ryan DeBroux 

 

All rules changes in 2013,2012  may not be changed unless a safety issue arises.  

 


